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Demonstrates the basics of HTML while explaining how to design Web sites, format text, add
multimedia effects, and create forms, tables, lists, and style sheets.

About the AuthorElizabeth Castro has written all five best-selling editions of HTML for the World
Wide Web: Visual QuickStart Guide. She is also author of Perl and CGI for the World Wide Web:
Visual QuickStart Guide and XML for the World Wide Web: Visual QuickStart Guide both best-
sellers! Liz was the technical editor for Peachpit s The Macintosh Bible, Fifth Edition, and she
founded Pagina Uno, a publishing house in Barcelona, Spain.
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                                  Pages 34 - 436 are not included in this sample.  
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abcdefg, “I generally liked the book but..... I think the errata, at the authors website, needs to be
updated because there are even more mistakes in the book, mostly in the code examples, that
have not been covered in the errata at the author's website. Also there are some errors in the
code examples that does make it frustrating, as well. But, then again, it was a good exercise in
trying to find out why the code wasn't working right..something one will have to do anyway. On
the other hand, when one is new to the subject, and trying to learn something, it is nice to see
how it is supposed to work right the first time. I am surprised that after, what 3 years, the code
has not been corrected at the author's web site nor the errata more extensive.The author made
available, on her website, all of the code examples contained in the book...saving you the
necessity of having to type it all out yourself. She also provided the code examples download in
one complete zip file, as well. The file names in the zip file do not have any reference to a
Chapter number or figure numbers so you have to hunt around, opening each one, to find the
example you are looking for. Or, you can also open up her website index and cross reference to
the Chapter and figure that way. I like the zipped file because I can run most programs without
having to be online and at the author's web site. I renamed my unzipped files with the chapter
and figure numbers(at least the html ones...the css ones are being referenced by the html ones
when the programs are run).All of the examples, for example, in Chapter 10 have the same code
problem (specifically, if you click on "Park Guell" it is supposed to link down to "Park Guell"
section but it doesn't do so because the did not match the . "Guell" was used in one and "milla"
was used in the other. Another example in Ch 10 was in fig. 10.11 in the use of a:link, a:hover
{font-weight:bold} which did not work but did work if I separated the a:link from the a:hover
instead of having it on one line separated by a comma. Another example in several of the
examples in Ch10 is the use of the same color for a:link and a:hover (why use the same color?
you cannot tell the difference when hovering over the link.) In Ch8 fig 7.17 it showed
color:rgb(%35,0%,50%) which wouldn't work until I discovered that the %35 should have been
35% which worked ok. I am using a Firefox browser and maybe some of the stuff I had problems
with might have worked ok in another browser, I don't know. I am only half-way through the book
and hope that there are no other coding or printed errors.If it is true that the author came across
as not favoring IE, I don't blame her. With the history of IE being constantly full of security leaks
and Microsoft's reticence in patching them; and apparent obstinance, even arrogance, of
accepting what works best and in the interest of it's users, I am surprised that IE still has the
numbers of users that it does. But that's just my opinion...and the opinion of millions of others
who wised up and bailed on IE for a more reliable, and less troublesome, browser. If you are still
using IE I hope you are at least using Sandboxie as well which isn't a bad idea for any browser or
email program you are running. You'd be surprised at how much junk (probably a lot of malware,
etc) tries to sneak into your system..stuff you can see every time you clean out your Sandboxie
at the end of every surfing session.”



Matthias Martin, “A Handy, Well Thought-Out Basic and Intermediate Web Design Instructional,
Great for Reference. Elizabeth Castro's acclaimed Visual Quickstart Guide series of instructional
manuals for HTML and CSS is a mainstay of reference books for any webmaster, and the 2007
sixth edition holds up decently well despite coding and browser updates since its publication.
The sixth edition offers well thought-out, step-by-step instructions for most all HTML and basic
CSS operations, and is a handy guide when building a site. Castro takes us on baby steps, from
the basic construction of the net, into code beginnings, frames, their superior descendents CSS,
embedding media, and even into some basic Javascript and databasing. By the end chapters
she's covering browser testing, SEO, and probably too iTunes faithfully, podcasts. The
appendices at the back of the book should be in every web designer's back pocket, providing
special character codes, CSS properties, hexadecimal charts, and more.This was the first
edition with full-color images, which proved immensly helpful when identifying code of note and
their contex. Instruction is well spoken and laid out. Castro has a mellow, consistent, and clearly
knowledgeable voice. While I did not make use of her paired [...] website referenced in the text, it
is up as of the March 2014 date of this review and it is nice to know it is there if a topic is really
stumping me.There were a few small coding and copy errors and HTML 5 is the language of
today, but this book covers what is still the essence of the internet and site building, and is an
classic text in the developer's library. If you're a self-learner and can handle the tedious nature of
writing code for the world wide web, pick this up and read at your own pace.”

Kerch McConlogue, “Best help when you know a little: It's all about the index!. I learned to write
code using Elizabeth Castro's books probably 10 years ago.I've bought the 4th, 5th and 6th
editions of this book and I love them all. I've given several away to people just starting out.Here's
why I love the series. I don't learn so well by going thru a step by step process to build a
teacher's product. But rather, I know what I want a page to look like in the end and I want to build
THAT page. I start with a general idea of what kinds of code might be required. And this book
has the best index I've ever seen in a technical book.While the code examples in the book are
kinda small, if you really need to see them more clearly, they're all on line.Or if you like to learn in
order, I also recommend 
  
Head First HTML with CSS & XHTML

  



  
. The examples are bigger and the pictures more engaging! And, you might nee d both as
there is some stuff that's included in one book or the other. I've followed along in the HeadFirst
books and learned a great deal. But if I want to look something up, the index in the HeadFirst
books just isn't as good as the one in Elizabeth Castro's.”

Rachael, “brilliant!!. I think this book is absolutely brilliant. I've had a bit of experience with CSS
and XHTML, as I did a course with the Open Uni. I've just read the first few pages of this new
book and it details things so much more clearly than the course I did. It's really refreshing. It
gives you the background on HTML and why it moved to XHTML - the positives and negatives
this brings, also why CSS is important, with the author giving her own views on such things!The
Index is brilliant - not only giving an index on normal words, but giving an index on symbols.It
gives you a 2 page chart of colours, from the hexadecimal ones, to the 16 pre-defined ones, also
giving you a very brief overview on what they mean, and a website where you can get the full
range. So helpful in my opinion, as I've many times tried to find a part in the book where I can
remember the author giving a website but can't find it!It gives a list of graphic tools, from
Dreamweaver to Photoshop, providing a brief description, & a URL to purchase it from.20 pages
detail all types of XHTML elements, from elements and attributes (tags), to properties and
values that you'd include in a css file (eg. background-color.. etc), "intrinsic events" (eg.
onmouseover / onkeypress .. etc), special charactors (eg. >”

N. C. Wight, “Fantastic and so easy to follow. Absolutely brilliant book. I have just started doing
web coding and having enevr done it before I was completely lost in class and not only that I
couldn't follow what the tutor was saying and the practicals because I found it so tediously
boring, I thought there was NO hope for me ever being able to train my mind to concentrate on
boring XHTML.Anyway after getting this book I am transformed! I read it on the way to uni read
it on the way back and even read it in bed that night it is great. Very informative and so clear as
well. I have quite a short attention span and get bored easily but the pictures visualisations of
what the author is talkign about keeps you readind and shows you examples of what you can
do. There isn't loads of text on every page either, it's wrote in managable, digestable chunks and
is explained in simple terms. There's also further information about the thing she's talkign about
further down the page tips and where it can't be used, what you can't do with it etc.I would
recommend this book to everyone and 3 of my classmates are buying it as well now after
reading mine.”

Peter Skelton, “Great basic tutorial/reference book. I already had some basic HTML knowledge
before buying this book but not enough to build a full website. After a couple of evenings with the
book I have a basic working site using XHTML and CSS.After the first couple of chapters I found
the best way to use the book was to start building a webpage and refer back to the book as and



when you need it. The book is really well laid out for this kind of use with a great index and handy
features such as the colour chart inside the rear cover. This feels like a book you would keep
using for years.The book does only take you so far, you will have to buy more books, play around
on the web and experiment to build a really fancy site but as a good solid intro I can't
recommend it highly enough.”

Nick W, “html & css. This is THE book if your starting in web design, or if your like me and learn
project by project, a good reference to go back to and fill in the gaps.Clearly written and in a
format that helps the reader at every step. The attention to detail helped me a lot, even down to
the colour chart in the back cover to help decipher colour codes for css functions.”

The book by Elizabeth Castro has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 248 people have provided feedback.
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